Bob:  
	Personal: WeBWorK

Departmental: pre-statistics, what to do with Algebra (taking topics out of the pre-algebra course; more generally, what should an Algebra course be?)
Adrienne
	Personal: under-prepared students (not just in Math…engaging as a college student – work and study habits, commitment issues, disruptive behaviors)
	Common assessment?
	Chabot: “fastpath to Stats”; applied Algebra class (emphasizing concepts applicable to Stats)

DVC: “hours by arrangement” using ALEKS (10% of grade on top of regular homework) + personal customizing by teacher
Christine
	Personal: how to reform Elem and Int Algebra – combined book, split across courses as a spiral; interest at District level (4 colleges) to ensure transferability within district.
	Study skills & readiness to engage as a college student
	WeBWorK

Learning Communities
“how colleges get things done” (institutional change, especially in terms of common requirements, e.g., requirement for placement?
	Dept: pathway through to Stats (and beyond to CSU etc.), PACE (LC for returning adults)
HungWen
	Personal: WeBWorK (Bob to lead interactive Intro to WeBWorK)

Gretchen
	Personal: (merging with Departmental )

Dept: Math Resource Center – how to fund? Fast track to Stats. Placement tests.
Tue
	Personal: ACE, StatPath

LMC: StatPath + Myra redoing Stats course (e.g., de-emphasizing skills, emphasizing experimental design, 
	Reform math for Pre-Alg, Alg I and II – instructor-facilitated (rights issues for some content, but in principle shareable)
Lesson study (faculty learning community)
	(Tom to post page for listing programs that combine “math readiness” with “college readiness”)
Jen
	Personal: incoming chair, how to manage “buffet” of departmental opportunities
	Departmental: ACE, assessment has a hole at Inter Alg

Daniel
	Personal: StatPath, involving other part-timers, acquiring pedagogical content knowledge

“10 techniques for students to uncover the math content (for themselves, with my help)…”
Becky
	Personal: math anxiety course, FYE programs for under-prepared students
	Refreshers to allow students to place higher/better

Supplementary Instruction (esp. for Math Anxiety)
Test anxiety (math, writing, etc.)
Joint development of grant proposals
Hal
	Personal: StatPath, +++

Departmental: student equity a prominent college issue, e.g., taking placement test more often
	Curriculum reform (more serial, less spiral), Elem + Int as an 8 unit package
What does a college education mean? What do students come with (strengths-based)? What do students need to leave with? What are implications for what/how/why I teach?
Karon: recent research at Stanford on developing student identity as college students
Forums/Themes:
	StatPath: Tue, Adrienne, Hal, Daniel, Jen

WeBWorK: Bob, Christine, HungWen, Daniel
Assessment: Gretchen,  Adrienne, Jen
	Algebra Reform: What is the content? What is the pedagogy?
	Acceleration: (table of existing programs?)Tom de Wit,
Reconstructing Elem + Inter: Christine,
	Student Engagement/Success programs: Adrienne (table of programs?)
Active Learning in Elementary Algebra: Terrie & Joan, 
Discussions:
	Institutional structures/change issues

Pedagogy & teaching approaches


